Abstract-Nowadays, data mining and machine learning techniques are applied to a variety of different topics (e. g., healthcare and disease, security, decision support, sentiment analysis, education, etc.). Educational data mining investigates the performance of students and gives solutions to enhance the quality of education. The aim of this study is to use different data mining and machine learning algorithms on actual data sets related to students. To this end, we apply two decision tree methods. The methods can create several simple and understandable rules . Moreover, the performance of a decision tree is optimized by using an ensemble technique named Rotation Forest algorithm. Our findings indicate that the Rotation Forest algorithm can enhance the performance of decision trees in terms of different metrics. In addition, we found that the size of tree generated by decision trees ensemble were bigger than simple ones. This means that the proposed methodology can reveal more information concerning simple rules.
I. INTRODUCTION
Explosion of information has led to the production of very large amounts of raw data. Data mining and machine learning techniques are the machine-based processes to extract hidden knowledge and information that traditional methods would find either impossible or too time-consuming and costly. Indeed, the algorithms have the role interfacing between human and data. The obtained information extracted from raw data is a turning point in improving services to individuals. Data mining and machine learning algorithms have been widely used in range of research fields such as healthcare [1] [2] [3] [4] , medicine [5] [6] [7] , economics [8, 9] , decision support systems [10, 11] , sentiment analysis [12] [13] [14] etc.
Educational data mining (EDM) is a new field that uses various data mining and machine learning methods [15] to improve different aspects of education including e-learning. The EDM can be used to predict students' performance and study outcomes to help increase the efficiency of students' work. The performance of students can be investigated using internal (student-related factors) and external factors. The most important factors are: personal ability, teaching method, superior teaching economics, course type, social and environment. EDM can attempt to uncover data patterns by using available factors. It should be noted that for knowing important factors affecting a student's performance, a proper analysis of the learning process is required. For this reason, EDM can uncover different information regarding a student's performance and the most related factors.
This study concentrates on educational data mining (EDM) using machine learning and data mining algorithms. The study tries to figure out the most important factors which affect the performance of students. The data set is related to the undergraduate students of Department of Electrical Education of Gazi University, Turkey. Firstly, two well-known decision tree (RandomTree and REPTree) algorithms were applied on real-world data set. Then an ensemble technique (Rotation Forest) was applied to improve the performance of these methods. The two new ensemble methods are named RFRandom Tree and RF-REPTree, respectively. The obtained results showed that Rotation Forest can improve the performance of base decision trees significantly. In addition, using proposed approach, several simple and understandable rules were generated. We observed that the Rotation Forest with base decision trees (RandomTree and REPTree) can create deeper trees compared to simple decision trees. The proposed educational data mining methodology not only has good performance (evaluated with different metrics such as FP Rate, Precision, MCC, recall, F1, ROC Area, and accuracy) but also generated several understandable and simple rules.
The rest of the study is organized as follows. Section II discusses about some related works in the literature. Section III introduces the methods used in current research. The experimental results and discussion will be presented in Section IV. We conclude the research in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section we discuss some studies regarding EDM in the literature. To predict the students' performance, a supervised data mining method -J48 decision tree, was used in [16] . The proposed model was applied to a data set collected from event logs in online learning system to estimate students' final grade. Kumar and Vijayalakshmi [17] proposed a Baker's taxonomy-based application in an educational data set using various single and also multi-instance-based learning methods. According to the achieved outcomes, decision stump tree and the Simple MI methods were much better than other methods among single instance and multi-instance learning algorithms. Moreover, Khan and Ghosh [18] proposed a data mining-based approach to discover the impact of teaching on student performance. It seems that the teaching is an external factor but it is quite impressive on students' performance. Therefore, they applied the association mining technique to 0.2 million academic records which were extracted from one online system of an academic institute of national importance in India. Their results indicated that teaching has a positive effect on students' academic performance. Research [19] concentrated on the students at risk of academic failure using the educational data mining approach. This was because preventing of student failure is a key for schools and universities to improve the quality of education. To this end, extracting most related factors those have impact on students' performance is a prevention solution. The research evaluated the usefulness of a specific hidden class model, the Bayesian Profile Regression, to identify students more likely to drop out. The model was applied on real data extracted from an online questionnaire system which filled by undergraduate students in a university in Italy.
In another research [20] , EDM is used to provide a predictive analysis of academic performance of students in public school in Brazil. Therefore, a descriptive statistical analysis performed to profit insight from data. In order to classify the data sets, classification methods based on the Gradient Boosting Machine (GBM) approach were implemented. Their outcomes indicated that although the factors 'grades' and 'absences' were the most related for forecasting at the end of the academic year resulted from student performance, they revealed that factors 'neighborhood', 'school' and 'age' were also potential indicators of a student's academic either success or failure. Study [21] attempted to support the e-learning system using an appropriate educational data mining technique. Their proposed system was developed through utilizing five varying steps of knowledge input. The process was carried out in two modules including the server and client modules.
III. DATA SET USED METHOD AND MATERIAL
In this section, we discuss about data set used in this paper. This study uses a user knowledge modeling data set from student in Turkey. The data set is related to the knowledge status of students about the field of Electrical DC Machines. The data set has 5 input features with 258 records and one class target as our output. The class feature includes 4 main classes including: VL=Very Low (for beginner level): 50, L=Low (for intermediate level): 129, M=Middle (for expert level): 122, and finally, H=High (or advanced level): 130. This data set can be downloaded in UCI machine learning repository [22] . More information related to attributes is presented in We present the obtained results using proposed method in this section. We will then discuss about our findings and try to compare them with previous studies. For this research, K-fold cross validation technique used to evaluate the predictive methods by using partitioning the original data into a training set to train the method, and then a test set to evaluate the proposed model. Hence, we set the value of K equal to 10 (10-fold cross validation). Also, the following metrics (see equations 1-6) are used for evaluating the performance of methods. 
A. Experimental Result
In the first step, we apply simple RandomTree and REPTree algorithms on the data set, respectively. The results were displayed in Table II and III. 
B. Optimization using Rotation Forest Algorithm
We applied the ensemble technique (Rotation Forest algorithm) with both decision trees to improve the performance of methods. For this purpose, RandomTree and REPTree algorithms were used as base methods for Rotation Forest. Therefore, the ensemble methods were applied on the data set. More details regarding the obtained results using the ensemble technique (RF-RandomTree and RF-REPTree) are presented in The achieved results revealed that RF-RandomTree algorithm had the accuracy 92.2481% while RF-REPTree algorithm had the accuracy 93.0233%. This evidence can show that the ensemble-based decision tree have better performance than simple ones.
C. Discussion
According to TABLE II and TABLE III , it can be observed in most of cases both algorithms had the best performance related to Class H except FPR and Precision in RandomTree algorithm. The size of the tree generated by REPTree was 15 while the size of the tree generated by RandomTree was 57.
Generally, in the first phase REPTree showed better performance than RandomTree. According to TABLE IV and  TABLE V, we did not find a specific pattern related to the performance of methods for each class. Moreover, the size of the tree generated by RF-REPTree was 190 while the size of the tree generated by RF-RandomTree was 642. Generally, in the second phase, we observed that RF-REPTree showed better performance than RFRandomTree once again.
According to our findings, the proposed methodology can improve prediction, accuracy and other related metrics. The findings indicated even though Rotation Forest algorithm can enhance the performance of REPTree algorithm, it could improve the performance of RandomTree more significantly. Another significant point is that using Rotation Forest algorithm the size of both REPTree and RandomTree algorithms were increased. Generally, Rotation Forest algorithm could improve the accuracy of RandomTree about 3.876% whereas the accuracy of REPTree using Rotation Forest enhanced about 1.5504%. In other words, the ensemble method can improve the quality of educational data mining not only for its metrics but also about generated trees. Comparison of algorithms before and after applied ensemble technique is presented in TABLE VI. TABLE VI shows that RF-RandomTree and RF-REPTree algorithms have 10 tree sets while simple RandomTree and RF-REPTree algorithms have only one set. In addition, we can see that the running times (response time) for both decision tree ensemble methods to build the models are very low. This means that the proposed ensemble decision trees have efficiency and effectiveness. The applied methods generate different simple rules, we try to present two rules (selected randomly) for each of simple decision trees which is showed in TABLE VII. It should be noted that each algorithm generated more rules, but however, two of them for each algorithm were chosen due to the limited pages. We observed from TABLE VII that the generated rules using ensemble decision tree methods included more details than simple decision trees.
V. CONCLUSION Recent development of new technologies in computer science has led to the production of new methods to explore information and knowledge hidden among different raw data sets. One of these data sets is related to students and their performance in various levels of education. Hence, educational data mining can be applied to educational datasets to enhance the quality of education. This study used two well-known decision tree algorithms (RandomTree and REPTree) as our base methods. Our research conducted into two main steps. Firstly, we applied both simple methods on the data set. As a result, we observed that REPTree algorithm had better performance compared to RandomTree algorithm. We then used the ensemble method called Rotation Forest (RF) algorithm. By using ensemble methods, we found that RF can improve the performance of both decision trees significantly. Moreover, our experimental outcomes showed that the ensemble decision tree methods can create more understandable rules than simple ones. In other words, the size of generated trees using RF-RandomTree and RF-REPTree algorithms were greater than simple decision trees (see TABLE  VI) . As a conclusion, we would argue that the ensemble decision trees can be used for educational data mining due to its good performance.
